Date: Tuesday, October 22, 2013

Time: 3-4pm (EST)

Agenda: The Role of Federal and State Advocacy

   Faculty: Amanda Pears, NACHC

Instructions for Webinar Participation:

1. Please connect to Elluminate Live! using the link below 15 minutes prior to the start of the webinar. It will be used for the faculty presentations. We assume that you have previously downloaded, installed and checked the functioning of Elluminate Live! per prior instructions. If you experience technical difficulty, please contact Nikola Ivanov using the information below. Elluminate Live! will be used ONLY for the video portion with the presentation slides. Make sure that the computer speakers and audio are turned off to avoid competition with the audio coming in through the conference line, as the the 2 audio streams will NOT be exactly in sync due to a predictable internet transmission delay.

2. In addition, call the conference line number below at the beginning of the session and keep it open throughout the webinar. Please keep your phone on mute, however, except when you are asking a question or responding to a speaker query. Make sure you are close to the phone while participating in the webinar.

Elluminate Live! Link: https://blackboard.gwu.edu/webapps/bb_collaborate-bb_bb60/external.guest.session.launch.event?uid=237dd96a-69d9-4897-bcb2-a0f975c8ad

Starts: October 22, 2013 3:00 PM
 Ends: October 22, 2013 4:00 PM
You may join the session as early as 15 minutes prior to the session.

Conference Call Information: Dial-in: 800-416-4956
  Participant code: 810418

Contact Information for Nikola Ivanov: nivanov@gwu.edu
  Phone: (202) 994-4260